Hello Year Two!
I hope you and families have all been safe and well during the
lockdown.
I trust you are all keeping up with your home learning and reading
activities, inspired by your class teachers.

And I just know you’re all keeping up the artwork and exploring
your creative side, through drawing, painting and model making ; )
We miss you and are looking forward to seeing you in school,
when the time comes. Ash

So what will we be learning in art…?

WALT to create works of art, inspired by an artist.

The artwork you can see is named The Great Wave of Kanagawa

Let’s learn about
the artist…
…his name was Katsushika Hokusai.

WALT to create works of art, inspired by an artist.
Katsushika Hokusai

Here are some more examples of his artwork below.
Question: Can you spot what links them?

WHO WAS HE?
Here are some facts about Katsushika Hokusai.
Katsushika Hokusai was a Japanese artist and print maker, whose works have become
well known outside Japan. His best-known work is The Great Wave off Kanagawa.
He was born in Tokyo, around October 1760 and began painting at the age of 6.
Between the ages of 14 and 18, he worked as an apprentice wood carver.

In 1811 he created the Hokusai Manga, a series of thousands of cartoons carved on
wooden blocks. The art form helped to influence the modern Japanese manga comics.
Katsushika Hokusai also influenced several famous artists collected his work, including
Vincent van Gogh.

Check out this fun little animation on YouTube, that gives a cool
introduction to Katsushuka Hokusai’s life…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y9zKMDuhzQs

WALT to create works of art, inspired by an artist.

Katsushika Hokusai
The Japanese Flag
•

•
•
•

Answer: They all contain pictures of volcanoes.

Map of Japan

•

Hokusai was from a country called Japan. In Japan, there is a very awesome volcano
called Mount Fuji.

•

It has inspired many artists for many years because of its natural beauty.

•

Hokusai loved the volcano and so created 36 paintings from a variety of views.

•

Each painting was very different, but all contained Mount Fuji within its landscape.
Web Research: What is a landscape?
What are the features of a landscape painting?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v368l7nAltE

Photograph of Mount Fuji

WALT to create works of art, inspired by an artist.
Create an amazing landscape painting or drawing, inspired
by Japanese artist Hokusai!
But firstly…

Hi parents and carers! There’s a great book about him that we
can read before starting with this activity:
“The Great Wave” written by Veronique
Massenot (Author), Bruno Pilorget (Author, Illustrator).
I highly recommend it as it’s a great one to add to your
children’s book library. And it’s an awesome starting point to
get the kids inspired by his wonderful work.

Here’s a link to the audiobook on YouTube…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9dVXmN_U0hk
Why not take a look.

Activity
• WALT to create works of art, inspired by an artist.
• Creating a Hokusai inspired collage landscape.
Parents and carers; I know that art materials may be difficult to obtain
at present, so please improvise as you see fit. After all, its more about
children and families enjoying the activity and process, rather than the
outcome.
• MATERIALS
• Drawing implement to
• A variety of used magazines and newspapers
• Child safe scissors (or an adult to assist) better still, tear shapes
instead.
• PVA glue.
• Brushes for spreading.
• Cardboard or paper for sticking onto.

Its great fun for the family to find all the colours of the spectrum before you start your
artwork.
You’ll be amazed by the amount of shades you can find for each colour.

The Drawing
WALT to create works of art, inspired by an artist.
Hokusai inspired collage painting.
• Our starting point, talk to the children about how we
are going to focus on the features of a landscape, as we
saw in the previous video clip.
• Ask the children to have a go at drawing out the
‘Great Wave of Kanagawa’. Use the line drawing shown
to help you.
• Remember to draw it big, so that we can fit the
pieces of collage paper, into the shapes created.
I’ve also included a YouTube link which provides a cool
demonstration.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y1aCDAh1n6c

Success Criteria
I can sketch the outline in pencil

The Collage

What is a collage?
A collage is a a piece of art made by sticking various different materials such as
photographs and pieces of paper or fabric on to a backing.

WALT to create works of art, inspired by an artist.

Hokusai inspired collage painting.
1. Have variety of different colour and tones of paper, pre
torn/cut from magazines ready.
2. Complete line drawing onto backing paper or board.
3. Mix 2 parts water to 1-part PVA glue in a pot or jar.
4. Paint backing with PVA mixture.
5. Begin to fill in lined shapes with colours of your choice,
ensuring that pieces fit and overlap to create
interesting textures and tone.
6. Remember to paint over EVERY piece of paper with the
PVA mixture, to ensure pieces placed on top will stick.
7. This also makes everything super shiny when dry!

Success Criteria
I can build up the image with paper
I can use different tones of the same colours
CHALLENGE: pick a more complex composition, use smaller
pieces, show a greater range of tone and add extra detail.

Extension Activity

Take your ideas further…
My eldest son Dhilan and I created our own ‘mixed-media’ version of Hokusai’s great
wave…

•

•

First, we painted the background in a watercolour wash.

•

Then when dried we drew out the lines and shapes.

•

Next, we tore strips of unwanted newspaper, places them in a bowl of PVA mix and
filled in the shapes of the waves, squishing them up to create interesting foamy
textures.

•

Whilst wet, we painted the waves and volcano using poster paint.

•

TO create an environmental message, Dhilan decided he wanted to cut out carrier
bag shapes, using a carrier bag and stick them onto of the wave to create more
foamy textures.

•

This was also sending a message of the dangers of single use plastics, to our natural
environment.
Hope you enjoy the lesson guys, enjoy and take care of one another. Ash

